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Visual impacts and tree
removal
Community feedback received so far
highlighted visual impacts and tree
removal as areas of interest from the
community.
New above ground infrastructure
The projects will introduce some new
infrastructure in the area including Odour
Control Units (OCUs), a connecting pipe
(western end) and a pipe bridge at the
eastern end. The OCUs, connecting pipe
and pipe bridge would be visible from
surrounding pedestrian and cycle paths as
well as some residences, however the
OCUs have been located to minimise
direct views where possible.
During the preparation of the draft EIS a
landscape and visual impact assessment
was performed. This assessment
concluded that the visual impacts can be
minimised using vegetation and various
finishes (possibly mural art) on the OCUs
to reduce visual impacts. For the pipe
bridge, the use of vegetation (including
plantings) to screen the infrastructure is
proposed.
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Icon Water will be selecting the finishes for
the OCUs based on community feedback
– we invite you to tell us your preferred
colour or design for the outside of the
OCUs.
Tree and vegetation removal

Natural Temperate Grassland species to
restore specific areas. Both Icon Water
and the Ginninderra Catchment Group are
looking at longer term strategies that will
encourage the community to assist with
long term maintenance of some of these
areas.

Some tree removal and vegetation
clearing will be necessary during the
construction of the project. Most of the
visual impacts from vegetation and tree
removal will be temporary as the site will
be rehabilitated and revegetated following
construction After vegetation is
established, visual impacts will lessen.
The drawing set in the Development
Application (DA) for this project shows the
areas where vegetation and tree removal
will take place. The full DA is availabile on
the EPSDD website.

Local artists have been commissioned to paint Icon
Water infrastructure. Schools or community groups
may also contribute.

Rehabilitation planning
Icon Water has partnered with the
Ginninderra Catchment Group to develop
a grassland rehabilitation plan for the
project site. This includes the use of
Indigenous artwork by local artists could transform
the outside of the OCU building into a mural.

A single paint colour can be selected to help the
infrastructre blend into surrounding environment.

Image (left): Artist
impression showing
the OCU structure.
Icon Water is looking
for community
feedback to determine
the best finishes for
the OCU structures.
Image (right): Artist
impression showing
what the pipe bridge
might look like.

